








    Block II:

             1. Draw a diagonal line, from corner to corner, on the wrong side of each 3½” D square. Place one D square, right
             sides together, on each corner of a 9½” C square in the positions shown (Figure 5). Stitch on the drawn line of
                         each D square. Trim ¼” away from the stitching lines. Press toward D on each corner. Block should measure 
             9½” square. Repeat to make (15) of Block II. 
          

QUILT ASSEMBLY Refer to Quilt Diagram.

                     1. Arrange (6) rows of (5) blocks each, alternating blocks as shown in Quilt Diagram.

         2. Sew blocks into rows. Press each seam toward Block II.

         3. Sew rows together. If desired, press seams open to reduce bulk.

         4. Border #1: Sew the 2¼” E strips together end to end. Cut two lengths equal to length of quilt. Sew to sides of
             quilt. Press toward E. Cut two lengths equal to width of quilt. Sew to top and bottom of quilt. Press toward E.

         5. Border #2: Sew the 1¾” A strips together end to end. Cut two lengths equal to length of quilt. Sew to sides of
             quilt. Press toward A. Cut two lengths equal to width of quilt. Sew to top and bottom of quilt. Press toward A. 
             Reserve remaining length of joined strips for Border #4.

         6. Border #3: Trim the length of the two 4½” x 64” F strips equal to the length of quilt. Sew to sides of quilt in
             correct position. Press toward F. Trim length of the two joined 4½” x WOF F strips equal to the width of quilt.
             Sew to top and bottom of quilt in correct position. Press toward F.

         7. Border #4: Follow directions for Border #1 to sew remaining 1¾” A strips to quilt. Press toward A.

         8. Outer Border: Cut the length of the two 6½” x 72” G strips equal to the length of quilt. Sew to sides of quilt in
             correct position. Press toward G. Trim the length of the joined top and bottom outer border strips equal to the 
             width of quilt. Sew to top and bottom of quilt in correct position. Press toward G.

FINISHING  
                     1. Prepare backing fabric to measure . Press seams open.82” x 91”

         2. Layer backing, batting and quilt top. Baste layers together.

         3. Quilt as desired. [NOTE: Do not quilt in ditch of seams that may have been pressed open.]

          4. Trim backing and batting even with quilt top.

         5. Prepare binding strips and sew to quilt using your favorite method.

         6. Make a label and sew to back of quilt.
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Finished block size: 9” square
Make (15).
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Figure 5

Make (15) of Block II.
Stitch. Trim. Press.
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• Templates are 100% scale. [Make sure
   printer is set to “No Scale” or “Actual Size” when
   printing templates. Templates should measure
   3½” tall when printed.]

• Trace templates on solid lines.

• Use as directed in Cutting instructions.


